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SUBJECT: QD Geight cf Iv) QMBP vite clea

TOs Cerasencing General
Air Research ard Develepment Command
AT: Ccl. % M Isboll
Vest Cifice Lex 130%
Ealtincre 3, Maryland

le deference your cormunication cf 27 February 1953, subject as
zbove, and telephcne corsaunicaticn betycon Col. Iskell end Dr. Urry cf
this cifice celeying reply until further discussicn vith Lt. Col.
Lulejian, reply te your request is attached es Inclesure 1] hereto.

2e As this subject is scmevhat cutside of the sccpe of the mission
of this office, the data transmitted and the views expressed by Dre Urry
are not necessarily official views of Meadavarters US*F, AFCAT-1l. ~
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4 MAY 1953
24 April 1953

MELORANDU:; FOR RECORD

sect: MMR Height of IVY (Rggggg ike Cloud

le At the time of the IVY Mike Operation two eircraft designated
“Saltshaker” flew race-track courses, one due south of ground zero at
approximately 70 nautical miles, the other due east of ground zero at
epproxinctely 60 nautical miles. The planned mission of these flights
was to secure a photcgraph of the IVY Mike cloud each minute for one heur
folloving the explosion. This mission was requested by Headquarters USAF,
AFOLT-1 for after~the-fact cloud height calculations but the pictures heve
not yet been received, and may not be of much value for the intended purpose
becouse of pocrly defined or absent horizons.

2, Unscheculed bubble sextant readings vere made by Dr. ft. D. Urry
in the aircraft to the south and Colonel Fee of Headquarters USAF, AFUAT-]
in the aircraft to the east. Aircraft loran positions were provided by the
nevigator of the aircraft who also checked some cf the angle observations.
Attached heretc is Table I giving the cbservations and calculations of cloud
heisht end heights of various outstanding features of the cloud. The obser
vetions ef angle, distance to ground zero, and aircraft altitude are belicved
tc be such that the calculated heights are not in error one way or the cther
by mere than a few thousand feet. Consideration of some points vould lead
one te believe that no large errors were introduced by “edge” sighting and
thereby obtaining erroneously high angles. First of all, there can be little
ef this kind cf error in sighting on the rather sharp-peinted plume which
yielded an altitude of 135,500 feet. The difference between this altituce
and the top of the cloud at around 120,000 feet was in the ccrrect propertion
to the thickness of the cloud (120,000 - 67,000 = 43,000 feet) as judged
at the tire. Seccndly, a sighting on the far right edge of the cloud
(cbs: at 11.75 minutes in Table I) gave 104,000 feet and this can hardly be
in error by 40,00 feet due to erroneous sighting arising from edge and
thickness effects, as it would be if the cloud did not rise above the tropo-
feuSsce Thircly, the main shear layer measured at 15.25 minutes in Table I
géve an altitude corresponding exactly to that of the prognesticated princi
shear altitude for the event and was again judged toe be at the ccrrect pro-
perticns] altitude fer a top et around 120,000 feet. Fourthly, the altitudes
ez 116,000 and 112,000 feet at 2.66 and 3.42 minutes are not explainable on
false base line because of lateral movement of the cloud; air movements are
net that rapid compared with a plane to greund zerc base line of 68 nautical
rles.
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3e The constancy of the measured heisht of the top of the éloud
over a period of one heur in Table I is consistent with the slow movement
of the cloud. easurements by Colonel Fee in the aircraft to the east of
Ground zero ere not so consistent and calculated heights eppear to decrease
rith time, probebly due to an increase in true base line coving to a nest-
ward movement of the cloude Colonel Fee's date place the tcp cf the cloud
variously betyveen 127,009 and $9,000 feet.

4. The rate of rise of the cloud can be chtained frecm Figure I.
It 4s to be noted that ea marked vertical ceceleration cccurred at two
rinutes, at which time the conspicuous lateral spreading occurred. This
is in agreement with the cbservations of C. E, Falser except that actual
Reasurement indicates the “splashing” cecurred against a berrier betvcen
100,000 and 110,000 feet, vhich may be of significance in connection vith
the usual increase in teciperature at arcund 100,000 feet. Some chservations
given to Dre Urry by Col. lcrris in the 5/36 sampling control aircraft cre
plotted also in Figure I. Col. Licrris*s cbservation at 40 seconds as the
cloud went by his altitude is in fair agreement with Dr. Urry's curve as
also is his observation some tine after 20 minutes. At five minutes,
Col. Merris*s observatien is considerably lower than Dr. Urry's but the
top is wall within the stratosphere.

Se Sone observations by lr. Singlevich of Headquerters USAF, AFCAT-1
under similar conditions, but at 30 to 4C nautical miles frem ground zeno
at the time of IVY King test are shown on Figure I fcr ccrperisone

be The hypethesis put forware by Professcr C. E. Palrer in his
- second letter of 2 Fetrucry 1953 fer the seccndary fermetion of the main
* large cloud appears to the author to be plausible but it elso appears equally

certain thet the bulk of this main cloud ended up in the stratosphere between
60 and 120 thousand feet. The maintenance of its shape and form are believed
to be due to its internal turbulence and unequal heat distribution. Any
estimate of the decree of mixing of the secondarily fermed large main cloud
vith a primary column of nuclear debris, if indeed this did not intinately
occur during rise, is purely hazerdous guessycrk. As far as is known, no
observations were made for guidance on this aspect of the problem. It seems
apparent that sampling was conducted some thousands of feet below the bottom
of the main cloud, as statements by scme of the pilots cf the F-&4 sampling
aircraft, appears to confirm.

Te There is attached hereto es an integral pert of this prebdlen a
memorandum from bre Pe He Allen tc Dre %. D. Urry dated 11 December 1952, ©
discussing a well-defined relation between early rate of rise cf the cloud
and the energy of a nuclear explesicn.

te De URRY
Assistant fcr Nuclear Pnysics
Office of the Technical Director, AFCAT<-1
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fear CLOUD HEIGHT DATA Foa VIX. SHCT, OU? .TIUn IVY, Taken by Dre ®, De Urry toe.
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SUBJ: The Relationship Beticen Energy and Rate of Cloud Rise (3 J

TO: Dre fie De Urry FRU: 7. We Allen DATE: 11 Dec 52st

1. As you suggested last teek, I have gone over all available data on the
rates of rise of cloucs from U.S. atomic tests and have plotted values for the
rates cf rise against energy in EKT, 2s shown in the accospanying graph, together
vith the empirical equaiion of rolcticnsiiipe

2e The rate of rise changes with time, increzsing te a mixicam during the
first minute and decreasing thereafter to essemially zero after about 19 minutes.
The data available twvs cre nut good enough te shew the maxirsm rate due to poor
timing and infsequen. mecsurcucuts, but ucy Ue used to obtain the average rate of¢
rise over a period of mimics. The everage over the initial 3 minutes is used on
this graphe in eli cases exces. IVY Mine the cleucs were still rising rapidly
and were still in the troposphere after the third rinutee Tne Like cloud vas
treated in a special manner as indicated below.

It is reascnadle to believe there to be some dependency of rise rate on
the lapse of ambient air temperature sith altitude. The efiec. of (nversions and
Stable leyers will, hovever, be e minimmsa in the earliest seconds of rise, increasin
tin impertance 2S the temperature ditiertence decreascs between cloud and surreunding
ctmcsphere, When the cloud reaches ambient air tenperature, further vertical motion
4s damped out. It is therefore preferable to sacasure the rate of rise at the earlie:
pessivle time, and the maximum rate of rise should be more indicative of energy than
the mean 3-minute rate used here.

Since the mean lapse rate of temperature is markedly different in the
stratosphere than in the troposphere, it is preferable to make all neasurements in
the troposphere until adequate corrections can be made for thise .

3e Rate of rise data are available from the following sources:

Be Qveration SANDSTONE. lr. Paul Humphreys, USIB, documeated the
tise and dispersion of the SANDSTC:E clouds in an AFP publication, “Classified
Sclentific Ueteorolegical Information, Cperation SANDGTON=." His data vere obtained
by theodolite and are reasonably accurate over at least the first few minutcs of risc

be GREEIZiIOUSE. The rise of tne GREEIHOUSE clouds were ob-
tained from an unpublished repcrt on “Cloud Physics", Proj. 4.6, by Dr. W.t/.Kellogg,
Raerd Cerpe iiotion picture phcicgraphy were analyzee fer cloud rise arc cleud
dimensions, and the ra tes of rise over the first 4 cr 5 minuctcs are probaply good,
although weather clouds obscured parts of the atomic clouds. The maximm altitudes
of the Dog and George clouds are still in doubt since the tops of these clouds were
not visible from the camera positions.

Co BUSTER-JANGLE. Two sources of cloud rise data are
available for these operations, one being that taken by myself (vith your help in a

(Sf Incl 1)”
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couple of cases) by hand clinometer, and the m. taken by Air Weather Service
personnel by theodolite. These two sets checked very well in all cases except
Charlie cloud. On the graph, the average of the tro is indicated by the circled
dot, with tne outriggers shoving the values themselves.

de Cperation Three surface vessois and three aircraft vere
engaged in making cloud rise and height measuremcnis of like cloude Of these, one
vesse! falled.to make any height measurements until H # 2) min., and one airplane rad
only one measuretuent, at upproxintely H + 40 sec, before H*+5 ming It is not
believed that timing was very accurate on this measurement s0 it was discarded.
The cther measurements shored the cloud te have :=:reached maxircum altituce et -
3 minutes so in addition to the 3 minute everige an everage wes. obtained using
earlfer measurenentse Cince there is reason to Lelieve the race to decrease in
the stratosphere (abuve 5&COU ft on Make cay) the second average \.as taken of
ohsexvations bejow that height. The twe averages are shovm as herizontal lines
on the grophe :

(1) Three minute heights:

U.S.S Curtiss 100,500 fte
U.S.SeRendova 117,0G0 fte
Aireraft No. 1 (De. Urry) 111,C00 <t.
Aiseraft Now 2 (Col. Fee) AE7,i00 ite

Average 114,000 ft. in Smine _

(2) Extrepelatiion ef tropcsphere rates:

U.SeSe Curtiss 46,600 ft. at l ming 139,800 ft/S
U.S.S. Renduva Ne early meusurenents
Aircraft No. 1 58,200 ft. at He mine 116,400 £4/2
Airereit Now 2 No early measurements

Average 128,100 ft/2

Three surface vessels and two aircraft made measurements of the King clov
and all data are on hand except that from one surface vessel. ‘the three rinute
heights are as zscllowss

UsSeSe Oak 1411 5E,300
UsSeS. Rencove 56,100

Aircraft No. 1 (ir.Singlevich) 56,300
Aircraft Noe % (Col, horris) 53,000 (Douktful)

Averege 209400

The average is plotted on the graph.

4. Considerable improvement in this relationship might well result from more
accurate determination of the rate of rise and in particular of the maximm rate,
and from develepment of a correction factor fer variations in the ambient <ir
lapse rete of temperature.
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